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sible fashion. In Germany, and, in fact, all over the conti-
nent of Europe, a pedestrian tour, domestic and foreign,
constitutes part and parcel of the education of every youth,
especially, those of the industrial classes. No apprentice-
ship is considered complete without the accomplishment of
a trip of this kind, which is usually performed with a
knapsack on the back, and in the most economical manner
imaginable. This portion of the youth's life is known as
his " wanderjahr" and the traveler is known by the name
of " wanderbursche" The trip serves to broaden the
mind of the (' bursche,J' to render him self-reliant, and to
give him a knowledge and experience of the world—aye,
, and Of his craft as well—that he could never obtain if he
remained at home. Emperor William, who in many things
is so exceedingly reactionary, and so apparently assured
that royalty is constructed of an entirely different clay than
that used for ordinary folks, gave a manifestation of those
democratic notions which constitute such a paradox to the
remainder of his character by sending forth his three eldest
boys each year during their holidays on a pedestrian tour
through the length and breadth of his dominions, just as if
they were the sons of artisans, and were compelled to learn
a trade for a living. The crown prince and his brothers
traveled, not in a palace-car, nor in carriages, but on foot,
with knapsacks on their backs, and spending the nights at
mere roadside inns. They had no servant with them, only
their military governor, Colonel von Falkenheyn, and his
assistant, the latter a lieutenant of the guards, and the name
under which they journeyed was an incognito one; indeed,
so cleverly did they manage to conceal their identity that
it was hardly ever revealed.
It is difficult to imagine anything that appealed more to
the masses in Germany than this manner adopted by the

